Loews Chicago Hotel Parking Options

Driving Directions to AMC River East Self-Parking

- Arrive at Loews Chicago Hotel and drop off luggage
- Turn right out of Loews Chicago Hotel onto North Park Drive
- Stop at the first STOP sign
- Go straight across Illinois Street into the garage entrance directly ahead marked “Self Park Entrance” and “Public Hotel Parking”
- Take ticket to be validated at the hotel front desk
- After parking, follow signage to the yellow elevator lobby on the West side of the garage
- Take elevators to the ground floor by pressing the “G” button
- Utilize the door on the right to proceed outside the elevator lobby and turn left on Columbus Street
- Proceed southbound on Columbus (to the left) to the Illinois + Columbus intersection
- Cross Illinois Street and walk eastbound (to the left) on Illinois Street
- Turn at the 1st right onto N. Park Drive and proceed to Loews Chicago Hotel located on left
- Present ticket to front desk for validation
- **Ticket will not work without validation**
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